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Outline   

•  Database publication in Astronomy 
•  Daiquiri – a new framework for DB applications 
•  Features and main concepts 
•  A few impressions of the query interface 
•  How can you use Daiquiri for your database? 
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Database publication in 
Astronomy and Astrophysics  
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Common Issues  

People want database access via SQL! 
•  Projects want to publish data 
•  Scientists want to use data for their science 
 
However … 
•  Custom made applications, hardly reusable. 
•  Considerable maintenance costs per web site… 
•  … which multiply for each new project 
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Possible applications @ AIP 

A lot of projects are interested in DB publication … 

•  RAVE survey 
•  MultiDark project  
•  The Plate Archive 
•  GAIA projects 
•  CLUES project 
•  CALIFA survey 

•  4MOST instrument 
•  MUSE instrument 
•  LBT database 
•  Verlust der Nacht 
•  Cepheid database 
•  eRosita database 
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Daiquiri 

•  Highly customizable framework 
for database publication 

•  Many applications – one code 
base, maintained by the E-
Science group at AIP 

•  State-of-the-art web technologies 
•  Hardened SQL query interface 
•  Best of all: Entirely open source! 
 



Features 

•  User management (with user registration workflow) 
•  Contact form with message management 
•  Queued SQL queries including SQL query assistance 
•  Query result table viewer, quick plotting tool 
•  User database space 
•  Query result download (CSV, MySQL dump, VOTable, …) 
•  VO compatible meta data management for databases 
•  UWS (VO Universal Worker Service) 
•  Interface to PaQu (Parallel query) 
•  Interface to WordPress as Content Management System 
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Modular approach 

•  Separation of 
–  The web application (daiquiri-app) 

•  Configuration files 
•  Layout 
•  Style sheets 
•  Customization 

–  Core functionality (daiquiri) 
•  Modules (auth, query, contact, …) 
•  Library (base classes, helper, client library, …) 
•  Common client code (js, css, 3rd party libs) 
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Development @ AIP 

•  Bug fixes 
•  New Features 



Query interface 
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(RAVE v2 beta) 
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How do I use Daiquiri   

•  As a User: 
–  Daiquiri demo page: escience.aip.de/daiquiri 
–  MultiDark DB v2 beta: escience.aip.de/multidark2 
–  RAVE DB v2 beta: escience.aip.de/rave2 
–  Plate Archive: www.plate-archive.org 

•  As a provider 
–  Code: github.com/jochenklar/daiquiri 
–  Documentation and demo: escience.aip.de/daiquiri 
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Can I use it for my database   

Dependencies for a basic installation: 
•  Linux Server, Apache2 with PHP5 
•  MySQL 5.5 
•  Zend Framework 1.12 

Advanced dependencies: 
•  For queued queries: MySQL query queue plugin (by AIP) 
•  For queued downloads: Gearman job daemon 
•  For VO Formats: mysqldump_vo (by AIP) 
•  For CMS functionality: WordPress 
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How do I set it up for my DB?  

•  Obtain daiquiri and daiquiri-app 
•  Specify options in the init.php script 
•  Run init.php to perform various tasks 
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Customizing Daiquiri 

Easy 
•  Change style using own css files 
Medium 

•  Create custom layout using html and some PHP 
Pro 
•  Create own Views, Controllers, Models or Forms 

using the Zend Framework 
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Summary 

•  Daiquiri is a new framework for astronomical 
database access and everything you need for that 

•  Daiquiri is developed and maintained by the E-
Science group @ AIP and is 100% open source 

•  Daiquiri interoperates with our database 
developments (PaQu, Query queue, …) 

•  You can use it for your own project and configure 
it to your particular needs 
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Thank you 

Jochen Klar (jklar@aip.de) 
Adrian Partl (apartl@aip.de) 

http://escience.aip.de/daiquiri 
https://github.com/jochenklar/daiquiri 

 


